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A SYSTEM OF AXIOMS OF THE METRICAL GEOMETRY ON SPHERE 

Let S be e given sphere in Afarea dimenelonalО
Euclidean space E^. We shall denote by Je the set of all 
isometries of the spaoe E^ that preserve this sphere So> By 
the geometry on sphere we understand the theory investigating
the properties of objeots which are composed by using the
points of the set SQ and which are invariant with respect to 
the group Jq (see [7] , p. 130). It doesn't allow mis take 
the geometry on the sphere with the elliptical geometry. The 
model of this last one is the sphere SQ on which the anti pod
dał points are identified (see [бЗ , p. 1*9). The great circles
on sphere So play a similar role as the lines in the Eucli
dean geometry on the plane. However, in this case the proper
ties of triangles are described by the spherical trigonometry. 
Therefore the reader shall find many theorems concerning the 
geometry on the sphere in the handbook on the spherical trigono
metry as for example Г7^»Гв] ,
In this paper the axiomatical conoeptlon of the geometry on the 
sphere is presented, where the primitive notions are the set of 
all points belonging to the sphere and the function which is 
called the distance of points, whloh assignes to every couple 
of points a non-negative real number, which is equal to the 
angular measure of a central angle of the sphere, whose arms 
pass by these points. A choice of primary notions acoepted in 
this paper was suggested by papers Г2 З and Сз 3 concerning 
Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry on the plane. Also the given 
axioms were formulated on pattern of the axioms appearing in 
the mentioned papers. With regard to the specifity of the 
geometry on the sphere, the manner of development of the theory 
supported on given system of axioms differs from manners adapted



in papers Г2] and [jJ . The formal aspeot of all demonstrations 
is analogous as in the script [зЗ • Th® results obtained from 
the given axiomatic are divided into two parts, the first of 
which establish the substance of this paper. There is demonstra
ted, that this axiomatic is satisfied by some model of the 
metric geometry on the sphere, called the basic model .
The known theox'ems of spherical trigonometry and of vector 
calculus there were used (see reap, Г7 D* Св J and [if]). In the 
second part, whioh will be the subject of the next articles, 
the theory supported on our axiomatic will be developed in such 
extend, that as an effect will be obtained the proof, that 
every model of this theoxy is isomorphic with the basic model 
So# For defining the geometry on sphere we will need the 
well known model of the spherical trigonometry.
Let Sq be the fixed sphere in threedimensional Euclidean 
space poseesing the radius rQ. The line of intersection
of the sphere Sq with the plane is a circle, which radius r 
is not greater than rQ. In case, when the plane is passing 
by the conter of the sphere, the equality r = ro arise and 
the obtained circle is named the great circle. In another 
case where the inequality r < ro holds, the obtained cirole 
is called the small one.
Two arbitrary points and ^ 2 on the sphere which are not
antipodal - that means they do not be places on this same
diameter of the sphere - determine unambiguously the great
circle going by both points. The points and P2 are the
ends of two arcs of this circle, one of which is greater than
the half-circle and the other one is smaller. That smaller
arc determine a geodesic line of the sphere passing by the
points P̂  and P^. This means, it is the nearest connexion
of the points P̂  and P2 by the line placed on the sphere.
Its length we named a spherical length dQ of these points.
The spherical length of two antipodal points is equal to the
length of the great halfcircle and has the value rQ 5T . For
the comfort without loss of generality we admit the radius of
the sphere Sq as a unity of arcs measure .
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The sphere S together with the funotion d from the о о
Cartesian product SQ x Sq into the set of nonnegative real
numbers determines the model S = <S , d > of the metrical'О о о
geometry on the sphere. This model may be also investigated by 
using an analytical apparatus. Ve suppose that in the space 
E^ a fixed, right-twisting ortonormal system of reference is
given, with basic points 0, E1, E ^ ’E^ . In the presence
of this system, for every point of the unit sphere, which has
the center at a point 0, there correspond three real numbers

2 2 2x,y,z satisfying the condition x + у + z =1. The situat
ion of the point on the sphere in this method is determined 
by Cartesian ortogonal coordinates respected to the basic 
planes of the given system of reference. Denoting by
p1 (x 1 »yi»z1) • p2 tx2 ,y2 ,Z2 ) the P°sltlon-Vectors of points 
P.) and P2 respectively, the spherical length of those
points will be expressed by formula do(P^,P2^= arc cos(p.) о p2j
The set of all position vectors of the points situated on the 
sphere So, or the set of all unit vectors, we shall denote 
without any risk of misunderstanding also by the sign S .О
The geometry on the sphere may be defined as the categroic 
(see t5] , p.305) theory having all models isomorphio to 
The aim of the presented paper is to give the proof, that the 
following axioms
A.O. 0 / AB i ЗГ
A, 1. [a ? 0 Л b i 0 л(| a-b I £ aB £ a+b) A a+b + AB 4 2 ЗГ] <'=!>

<=^> Y  (CA = алВС = b)
A. 2. [а>0АЬ>0л(| a-b I < AB a+b) Л a+b + AB ^ 2 JT" ===̂

=$> V  'AC = a ABC = b)
2C

A.3. [a / В A AB + ВС s AC A cos AB cos BD = cos AdJ ==̂
-— У  cos CB cos BD = cos CD

may be accepted as a full axiomatic of the geometry on the
ephere. In those axioms the capital letters denote allways
the points while the small letters denote the real numbers, 
and the symbol d(A,Bj is replaced by AB.
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V* read the sign V  in A.2 "there exist exactly two 
2C

points С such that ... ". To be precise, we want to prove 
the following theorem :
THEOREM I . Let S be the set of elements called a points.
Let d be a function defined on the product S x S, which 
eeaignes to each pair of points A, В a nonnegative real 
number called the length between these points and designed by 
the symbol AB.
The n the necessary and sufficient condition for that a pai'r 
<S, d> would be isomorphic with the basic motel , dQ>
of the geometry on the sphere is, that S anil d are in 
compliance with axioms A.О - A.3.
This theorem I in a natural way falls to pieces on the two 
theorems :
THEOREM I A. Axioms А.О - A.3 are satisfied in the basic 
model.
THEOREM I B, Each model of axioms А.О - A.3 is isomorphic 
with f . The proof of the first one of these theorems is 
relatively short and determines the object of the present 
article.
Just the opposite, the proof of the theorem I В requires the 
enlargement of the complicated theory supported on the system 
of axioms А.О - A.3 end will be the subject of our considera
tions in the next articles.
The geometry on the sphere is a domain for which an earlier 
theory is the arithmetic of real numbers together with the 
trigonometry. Xa particular we will be interested in some 
function of three variable defined with help of the following 
definition:

Q(x,y,z):= sin p. sin (p-x ) sinÇp-y-) sin(p-z) (L1) 
where p désignés a half of the sum of the numbers x,y,z, viz. 
2p = x+y+z . The function Q(x,y,z) has a preoise connection 
with the spherical excess and the measure of a triangle on the 
sphere. In fact, if we denote by x,y,z the lengths of the 
three sides of the triangle on our sphere, the spherical excess
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of this traingle will be expressed by the formula :

£ V Q(x,y,z)sin —-—  = ■ .-.. —
2 2 cos fx/2 ) cos(y/2 ) cos (z/2  )

and the measure of a triangle on the sphere with the unit 
radius equals to e,
Using the trigonometrical transformations to the formula (LI) 
we obtain

1 cos x cos y 
cos x 1 cos zQ(x,y,z> = 4" 1

cos y  C O S  z 1 (L2)

Proof. (L.l)^Q(x,y,z): **“ 1 ( b sin — --- sin
x,y,z x+y-z
2 —  2

sin ÏZZîî sin .-»♦Г+« = _ J £cOS X - cos (y-x )j[cos x -cos(y+zj 

= - ■Ę (cos X - cos y cos z - sin y sin z).(cos x - cos y cos z +
1 Г  2 2 2 1+ sin у sin z) = - jj- [(cos x - cos у cos z) - sin у sin zj =

= - •jj- ̂ cos2 X - 2 cos X cos у cos z + cos2y cos2 z - sin2y
2 1 2 2 2 sin z)= JJ— (l + 2 COS X cos у cos z - cos x - cos у - cos z).

By virtue of the symmetry of the formula (Ll) i.e. the faot, 
that all three variables x,y,z play the same role, it is 
possible to change their succesion in an arbitrary means. 
Therefore the following theorem arrives:
Q(*iy>z)= Q(x,z,y) = Q(y,x,z)= Q(y,z,x)= Q(z,x,y)= Q(z,y,x)(L3) 
By substituting for x,y,z different special values, we 
obtain from the formula (L2) the equations

Q(*. У.0) = *T1 ( cos x - cos y ) 2 (L-М
Q(x*y» х+У)= O (L5)
Q(x,y,JT)= zł~ 1 (cos x + cos y) 2 (L6)

and others speoial cases of (L2).
We will restrict our further investigations to the properties 
of the function Q(x,y,z) for the arguments from the interval 
COfJf] only. If all four factors in the formula (LI) are 
nonnegative, the function Q(x,y,z) will be nonnegative too.
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This property of Q(x,y,z) is expressed by the lenna:
/\ [[1 +У ^ * Л х + 2 ? у л у + г ? х л  *ły+*^ 2Îij ̂ Q(x,yf z)> 0  ̂(L7)

X,y,Zfc£0;ff)
Now, we shall prove the next lemma.

//Л'̂ [q (x,y,x) 0 =ÿx+y >, z] (L8)
x,y,zefo, ir ]

Proof. Let us suppose that our lemma la false. Hence, for 
certain numbers x,y,z the following relations arrive:

x ,у , z e С o, зт 3 6  >
Q(*»y,z):>o (2)
x+y z (3)

From assumption (l ) and (3) A* follows, that
z > 0 (ił)

and therefore in connection with (l) and (3) we obtain
0 < x+y+z < 2 dT (5)

From (l) and (3) it follows at once, that
-2 ЗГ < x+y-z ć о (6)

«
The inequalities (2) ,(5) and (6) entail In the presence of 
£Ll) the inequality:

8in *zLt* sin Щ ^ - Ś O  (7).
We will show that this inequality is impossible. In fact, if 
(7) were true, then either

sin *~2>|2—  ^  0 or sin Y* < О .
Each of these two inequalities leads to the contradiction. 
Indeed, if we suppose that

sin X~|-4Z ^  0 (8),
then because of the assumption (1) we must obtain

-2  ЗГ^х-у + z < 0 (9) .
Adding by sides the inequalities (9) and (6) we obtain

'
2x < 0, or -23Г x О what is in contradiction

with assumption (i) .
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In the either cat*, when
.in =1+1+* ć2 ' 0

we reeoh at a oontradlotlon with assumption (1 ), analogously 
aa In the oaae of assumption (8) . This oontradlotlon ends the 
proof of (L8).
Let us remark, that the formula (Ll) is valid for an arbitrary 
permutation of the arguments x,y,z (of.(L3)) and from this 
Oeason we may draw at onoe from L8 the conclusion that the 
relation

/ \
x,r,*eCo,vf

holds. In a similar way we are able to prove (LIO):
0 -SB*? x+y + z ^  2 IT 3 (LI O)

Proof. Let us suppose, that our lema (L10) Is false, so that 
for s o b s  values x,y,a the following relations

y,x,a e. С 0,ï] (1 )
Q(x,y,»)»0 (2)
x*y+* 2ÎT (3)

are simultaneously satisfied. Prom the assumptions (1) and (3 ) 
the following Inequalities

2ЗГ-< х+у+ж ^  3 ТГ G O
x,y,a >  О (5) result .

The inequalities (2) and GO entail, beoause of (Ll), the 
inequality

.in Х-ЦГ* ,ln .in (6)
It 1. satisfied if one of the factors or all three factors 
simultaneously are smaller than zero or equals to zero.
The inequality (6) is not possible, because the assumption 
that whichever of the factors is smaller or equal to zero, 
leads always to the contradiction with the assumption (1).
For instance, let us suppose, that, e.g.
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ein 2źZ=Ł ^ о (7)2
Fron the inequalities (7) and (5) and from the assumption(l) 
it follows that

-2  jT <■ x+y - z ̂  0 (8).
After multiplication of the both sides of this inequality by 
- 1  and addition of it to the inequality (U) we obtain the 
inequalities Tf z 4C 5Г « contrary to our assumption.
Lemmas (L7),(L9) and (LI O') give a condition equivalent to the 
assertion, that the function Q(x,y,z) is taking only non
negative values for x,y,z running an interral £ 0 .  All 
of these three lemmas оan be unified as the following single 
lemma:

f \  CQ(x,y,z> ?0ф ^ (х+у+ж ^  2ТЛ x+y? zA x + z ^ y  /\y+zjjc)] 
x ,y ,z  Ć [ 0 ,TiJ

CL11)
A similar lemma for sharp inequalities is also valid, namely

x ,y ,z  ero ,ir/Q U ’y ' z ) >  <*Н>С*+У+*^ 2 ЗГ A  x +y >  z A x+z > у д y+z>:j|j

(L12_)
We shall prove one more lemma ;L1 3):

x,y^z£ fO,TfJ CQ<:x»y,z)= 0<=>£x+y=z V' x+z=y vy+z=x^x+y+z= 2lTjJ
(LI 3)

Proof. 1 ) If some one of the equalities:
X+y=Z (1 )
x+z=y (2)
y+z=x <3;
x+y+z=2 (*0 occurs, thus in compliance

with (Ll)
the inequality Q(x,y,z)= О C5)

must be rightful.
2) Conversely, if the equality £5) holds, then at least one 
of the fours factors on the right side of the equality(lO 
of necessity equals zero. If the first factor is equal to 
zero, then the assumption that xć.[0,3i"J implies the equality 
(*♦) or the equality x+y+z = 0, from which it follows sue-
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cesively (i), (2 ) and (3 ) . If the second factor is equal to 
*ero, it will arrive either (3) or the equality y+z-x=2 , 
vhich will implice x=0 and, in effect Ck') r The case, where 
the third or the fourth factor is equal to zero may be treated 
in an analogous way. It is easy to see that the lemma(LI2)may 
be obtained as an immediate corollary resulting from lemmas (L1 l) 
(Li 1) and CL13). We are now ready to give the proof of above 
mentioned Theorem I A. That proof relies heavily on the testing 
that the four mathematical statements $0 СА»0), #0CA#1 ),

(A. 3)'- confirming that in the model the axioms
A.О 7 A.3 are adequately valid-create true theorems of the 
spherical trigonometry. Ve shall verify them suocesively.

#oO-°> У +  * ”2 Л arc cos (uj » ^ -W 1
,U2 6 So

Proof. For the proof of this step it suffices to remark that, 
in particular, vectors u^ =< 1 ,0,0> and u2 =(0,1 ,0> belong 
to the sphere S , that these vectors are different and

°  Гarc cos (u1 . u2)= jr

00 CA.1) > 0 Л ( 2 >  b  > 0 A ( 3 ) ( l a - b l  i ~

\y U 1 >U2 Ć S o 
arc cos (u-j . u^ ̂ ̂  a+b)A(/ł) a+b + arc cos . u^ )-ć2T j ^
\/ Гarc cos /и*. (Г)= а Л arc cos (tu • ) = b 1 f .

О

Proof, l) In the first part of the proof we shall demonstrate, 
that the system of equations:

P

11 ̂  О U  =  C O S  Ä

u^ « xf = cos b £5)

Posses at least one solution и C. SQ provided the inequalities 
<1),C2),(3) and 60  are fulfiled. From these inequalities it 
follows

a, b, arc cos £u^ « ^2 )^ fo/irj (6j>
In turn, from {3)»(*0 and C6) it follows by virtue of ([LI A) 
that
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Q(a,b, arc cos O _ (7) , or
1 - ( гГ̂  .  ̂2 ;> cos2 a + co*^ - 2(41̂  ̂ ) oos a ooa b (8,)

Now, we shall distinguish two cases:
1a) Let us make a supplementary assumption that if, x u^ / О . 
Therefore the system of equations (.5) stay be vleved as an 
edge - equation of some straight line. The distanoo of this 
line from the origin of the system of ooordlnates (s from the 
center of the sphere Sq) is expressed by well-known formula:

К  X *  'S  I
-2-  (9)

Iй, - “2 !X  U ,

in which u^ denotes a position-vector of an arbitrary point 
situated on the line under consideration, in other words an 
arbitrary vector u whioh satisfies the system of.equations (J), 
Transforming the formula (9) we obtain :

2 t'yC'V'L.) - u ] O V « 3)32 oos a - ^  oos b] 2
d =  Z   Z ~ Z  ---  g ^"Г8---- *

x u2) u, u2 -C«r V
2 2 -» ^  cos a + oos b - 2 U 1 ‘ u^) oos a cos b

. z -> —#■ . 21 -tu, . u2) 
then applying (8) we conclude, that d2 ̂  1 .
Hence, the investigated line posses at least one point oosson
with the sphere S , so there exists a solution u t. S of the О о
system of equations (5) •
1b; New we suppose that u* * ZT = 0 . The assumption Ï ,u,tS2 1 2  0
implies the alternative

^  a u2 (1 o'.) or a - u^ <T1 0 ";

from where we deduce the following alternative :
arc ooa (u^* u^ ) = О Cl1 ') or arc cos £u^ . "û j =*?T Cl 1 ' ; 

Using t7) we conclude by virtue of (lA), reap, by virtue of 
(L6)t that the alternative:

cos a - cos b s O Cl2') or cos a ♦ oos b = 0 (12'';
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is valid. In the both oases under examination, the system of 
equations (5) take up to single equation: u^ . xi = oos a,
which posses always a solution i? £. Sq .
2) It is well known, that in the model $o the spherical 
dlstanoe is nonnegative and that the distances of three 
arbitrary points belonging to the sphere SQ fulfil the 
triangle inequality and moreover their sum £oesn't exceed 
the number 2 ji” . Hence it follows at onoe that the inequali
ties (1)»(2),(3) and(4) witll be satisfied provided the system 
of equations (5) bas a solution u*ć Sq .

(1) a> 0л(2) b > О л (З)(1а-Ы < arc cos (vît •'О
^ ’̂ So

< a+b A (<♦) a+b + arc cos .?2)42T]
s- 2 S t-aro 008 С 'Vj' u-) = а Л arc cos » vT) = bj ]f
' О

Proof. It follows from assumptions C1>,(2>,(3) and Ć4) that 
aÉ.(o,‘ÏÏ) and b é ( 0,Tï) C5) and that

arc cos * “2 )̂ - (63
By virtue of (L12) we obtain an inequality

Q(a,b , arc cos )) >  0 , or equivalently
_ j- p. 2 2 2 ~-+ r

1 - (̂ ul , u2 ̂ > cos a + cos b - 2 (û  о Ug) cos a oos b (7') 
From (.6) it follows that и* с u^ ft - 1 , so that u^ x / .1?
and therefore the system of equations

{

u = cos a 
Ug • u = cos b Ć8)

determines an equation of a straight line. The distance such 
a line from the center of the sphere Sq is given by formula 
(9) from the previous proof. It is not difficult to calculate 
that in the presence of the inequality (7) this distance is 
smaller than 1. Hence the investigated line is crossing over 
the sphere exactly at two points. Therefore there exist 
exactly two vectors ~u é. satisfying the system of equat
ions (8) .
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to A.3 -b^s [(1) u^ / u^A (2)arc ooa . T?2) + 

±elu2,3,k)

* arc ooa £ ut, . u^) = aro соа С ."и^л (3)(u^* «2) (u^ =

B("i • ^h)C^2 * “3)c«2• - ^3 • 'Ч ] •
jp- 2

Proof. Ve have s 0 = Ф  С 5) = 1 . Introducing a
notation u^j := u^ x , by using {5) and the Laplace 
identity we obtain from the assumption (3) the equality

^ 12 ' *2к = ° (6;
Subsequently from the basic law of cosines of the sum of
angles and from the assumption Ć2) we obtain:

c  ^ O v  % )  -  Л 1  - C « 2 -  - 3 ^  2  =  * V  ^ 3 ( 7 )

Transforming the equality (7) and using again the Laplace 
identity, we obtain

“ l2*  %,* “ ( " i 2  * ^ 2 з )2 = ° »  ОГ ̂ “ iv a ie n t iy
/ ^ 42 /D.
CU12 * u23) = 0 W *

From 1 and (8) the collinearity of vector u 1 x u2 and 
u2 x u^ easily follows. Henoe, applying (6) we obtain

^23 ‘ ^  = ° <-» .
The relation (p) in the presence of (3) by the Laplace 
identity is equivalent to the thesis of our theorem.
So we see, that the received axiomatic is fulfiled in the 
basic model of the geometry on the sphere. In the
subsequent papers the theory based on this system of axioms 
shall be developed and the proof of its categorio property 
will appear.
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PEWNA AKSJOMATYKA GEOMETRII METRYCZNEJ NA SFERZE 

Streszczenie
W artykule przedstawiono aksjomatykę geometrii na sferze oraz 
podano dowód, że aksjomatyka ta jest spełniona w pewnym modelu 
geometrii metrycznej na sferze, nazwanym podstawowym modelem 
40.   W dalszych artykułach zostanie rozwinięta teoria oparta na 
tej aksjomatyce i podany dowód jej kategoryczności.


